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Wrap up - Seminar on Skills for Green and Just Transitions
Important aspects discussed today
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VET needs to look at nexus of LIVING - working - learning

Education's key task: Strengthening people!

Local and regional structures are important. Also universities
could open up more.

Partnerships: Organisations can complement and strengthen
each other

Celebrate the little steps!

Systemic coherence needed

To move from single initiatives/lighthouse initiatives to
structural changes, spaces are needed where researchers,
practicians, trainers, teachers, school leaders, ... come together
and develop ideas jointly. --> Appropriate spaces to build trust,
'resist the system', be creative.

Overcome fragmentation and silo thinking in sustainable TVET
policy!

UNESCO ESC 2030 Roadmap
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000374802 
Education for sustainable development

Best practice examples (UNEVOC study)
Finland: Climate issues comparatively well included in curricula 
Seychelles: businesses, creative industry, ... engaged in sustainable action + blue economy
research institute established 
Austria: Digital platforms for information dissemination 
Brasil: 'National Programme for Access': Advanced training for recycling professionals

How to integrate 'green skills' and 'greening approaches' in
informal education and work settings?
Maud Seghers: 
- Formal TVET also trains youth for informal work settings. 
- Uganda runs an informal TVET system quite recognised by employers 
 
Simon McGrath: 
- Skills in traditional apprenticeshih system in Ghana: Cultures of learning and working need
to change. Young people have the necessary knowledge, but work cultures prevent them from
properly applying it. 
- Especially the agricultural sector is key in responding to climate challenges
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Challenges at the level of policy and practice
Ken Barrientos' insights from UNEVOC study: 
- Lack of capacity from top to bottom in the decision-making pyramid 
- Low level of dissemination of climate change and adaptation information

VET needs to provide the right context to foster young people's
transformative thinking

Message from group 5
we discussed how we can move from seeing the environment and green agenda as an add on
to inclusive approaches that are instrumental to drive net zero and green transition and
transformational processes. Also we discussed about potential synergies to the digitalization
agenda and how this could be harnessed to drive net zero approaches. Thirdly we discussed
about Simon’s notion that development cooperation providers still continue to export
approaches that have proven ineffective at home and have asked us how this could be
changed.

Ken Barrientos: Best practice examples
Paraguay: Self-suf�cient schools: Fondación Paraguay: Integrate learning with living in
communities. Learnes provide for themselves together --> learn social aspects of their role in
the community. --> Very unique system. 

Green apprenticeship in Seychelles: Seychelles Institute of Technology: Training young
students in the �eld of water conservation and repair work.

Message from group 4
Dominant learning practices are oriented strongly towards developing entrepreneurial and
digital skills. Currently VET adapts towards a neoliberal education agenda rather than
preventing further shifts from a capitalist towards a competitive �nancialized economy. A
profound critique would have to question the dominant economization trends in VET  i.e. the
very purpose of skills/education and the current raison d’etre of VET. The core of the critique
might build on new institutionalized learning environments allowing deep, social learning and,
hence, the potential of VET to act as social catalysts empowering collective and disruptive
agency. I would love the panelist to suggest possible safe (enough) spaces in VET how to do so. 

Message from group 6
we discussed what can be done now, considering the complexity of the task and dif�culties in
prescribing tested ways forward. We concluded that changing things right here and now is
important, but with a very honest approach in learning and re�ecting on what we do: does it
move us closer to a just transition? 
 

Learn from FEMINIST ECONOMICS regarding gender, care and
provisioning

Not only VET for sustainability, but sustainable VET itself

VET's complicity in unsustainable development
--> Carbon capitalism / fossile capitalism 
--> Colonial extractivism (VET should facilitate this process) 
--> Colonial and post-colonial de�cit models /political fears regarding youth

In most of Global South, Anglophone VET orthodoxy has become
dominant, BUT: It works in neither theory nor practice.
- linked to neo-classical economics, incl. rational choice and human capital theory 
- simplistic idea of education 
- assumes simple, linear transitions through life and into work 
- rhetoric of skills for employability and entrepreneurship

'Green Skills' work in VET systems requires an integrated
multilevel approach in connection with re-framing economy
moving beyond the growth paradigm

Environment is sees as a specialisation (postgraduate level) -->
educational/occupational progression needs to be more fully
mapped for intermediate skill work
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Co-evolution of skills and education systems with economic and
political system needed

'Green skills' understood as continuum
- Skills for Green Jobs (Greening jobs --> low-carbon economy) 
- Green Life Skills 
- Skills for a Green Transformation (Transform unjust political and economic structures)

Market based tools to 'green' the economy vs. much more radical
tools to transform societies --> post-growth

Approaches like 'greening work' / 'greening skills' are still
embedded in traditional notions of production and consumption

Who is deciding what kind of transitions are needed?
How are bene�ts distributed in change processes? 
--> These issues are much bigger than a '(green) job discurse'

There are NO jobs on a dead planet!


